
Viktoria Berezyanska 

 

Ivan Franko and formation of the Ukrainian academic 

language. In the article an attempt is made at least to outline the 

influence of Ivan Franko on generation and development of the 

Ukrainian terminology system as a core of the academic language, 

which determined the main principles of this paper. Special attention 

is paid to the methodological approach of Ivan Franko, his 

contribution to the intellectualization of the Ukrainian language, 

implemented first of all through terminological neologization.  

Key words: Ivan Franko, western Ukrainian language practice, 

term, terminology system formation, intellectualization of language. 

 

Svitlana Hirnyak 

 

Ukrainian intelligentsia in Galicia: background and 

characteristics of the formation. The offered system analysis of 

social differentiation in Lviv and other cities of Galicia of the second 

half of the 19
th
 – early 20

th
 centuries, which gives the possibility to 

explore the major stages in the formation of nationally conscious 

Ukrainian-intellectual social group of Galicia, reveals features of the 

development of the Ukrainian language (its western Ukrainian 

version) at the turn of the 19
th
 – 20

th
 centuries and also shows the role 

of the intelligentsia in Galicia in the development and formation of 

the region. 

Key words: intelligentsia, social differentiation of the society, 

speech situation, language, Galicia. 

 

Vira Kotovych 

 

Transnomination as manifestation of the spatial principle 

of settlement names. The article analyzes oikonyms of the Sambir 

district designated by the principle of reflection in their names due to 

the names of other geographic objects. It has been found that in the 

investigated territory settlements, which names are derived from 

homologous hydro-objects, microtoponyms, oikonyms actively function. 

Key words: Boykiv territory, Sambir district, oikonym, 

nomination principle, transnomination, hydroneme, microtoponym. 



Anzhela Kuza 

 

Temporal religious phraseology as a component of national 

world outlook. In the article, we have analyzed religious idioms 

realizing temporal semantics, based on the examples taken from 

Ukrainian lexicographical works, collections of Ukrainian proverbs, 

works of famous national experts, and religious sources.  

Key words: religious phraseology, idiom, temporal semantics, 

temporal religious phraseology, national world outlook. 

 

Vitalii Nazarets 

 

Typology of genre-thematic varieties of dedication. This 

article deals with the analysis of the addressed lyrics artistic 

phenomenon as supergenre formation which includes three poetic 

genres – message, dedication, poetic letter. The genre specifics of the 

poetic dedication, its communicative-dialogic organization, artistic 

factors defining semantics of its addressing are investigated; the 

typology of its genre-thematic varieties, characterized in the context 

oriented onto dialogueness of lyric communication, is worked out.  

Key words: supergenre, communicativeness, dialogueness, 

addressed lyrics, message, dedication, poetic letter. 

 

Iryna Paten 

 

Stylistically marked phrasemes with the meaning of 

movement on the material of the Slavic and Germanic languages. 
The article singles out and investigates the functional and stylistic 

types of phrasemes in the phrase-thematic field with the meaning of 

movement, including neutral and colloquial, literary and vernacular. 

The peculiarities of their formation, development and functioning in 

various social spheres, as well as belonging to a certain style have 

been found out; the sources and pragmatic features of their 

occurrence in each investigated languages have been defined. It has 

been proved that the functional and stylistic differentiation of 

phraseological units with the meaning of movement is caused by the 

areas of their origin.  



Key words: category of movement, phraseme, stylistic 

marking, phrase-thematic field, phrase-thematic group, linguocultural 

aspect, functional and stylistic type, social sphere. 

 

Natalya Pyshna 

 

The history of names kontakion and ikos. The article traces 

the history of the terms kontakion and ikos since their origin until 

today. The author has considered their formation peculiarities during 

all stages of the Ukrainian language functioning. The derivative 

formation kontakar (the Kontakarion – a chant book named after the 

hymn genre kontakion) has been analyzed. The research was 

conducted on the basis of the lexographical sources of the 11
th
 – 21

st
 

centuries and written church records. 

Key words: chant, ikos, kontakion, kontakar, religious 

terminology. 

 

Oleh Shalata 

 

Linguistic guesses of the paronymy in Markian 

Shashkevych’ and Taras Shevchenko’s poetry. In the article, an 

attempt of contrasting, interpretation, and linguistic dating of several 

paronymic verb forms (3 person singular present -ay- stem iteratives, 

reflexives, and diminutive gerund and supine derivatives) in 

M. Shashkevych’ and T. Shevchenko's poetry (in The Dniester 

Rusalka [The Dniester Water Nymph], 1837, and Kobzar, 1842 

respectively) by means of the comparative method has been made. 

The use of paronymous words and samples of poetic romantization 

and etymologization in M. Shashkevych’ poem The Reminiscence 

has been analysed. The motivation of the stylistic and semantic 

application of archaic verb forms has been elucidated, and the 

contextual problems of historical relations between the literary and 

the colloquial functional language styles have been discussed. 

Key words: The Dniester Rusalka literary almanac, 

Shevchenko’s poetic collection Kobzar, glottochronology, romanticism, 

paronymy, paronomasy, hypochoristic expression, comparative linguistics. 

 

 



Liliya Yavir 

 

Symbolic loading of the lexeme heart in Ivan Franko’s 

poetic writings. In the article, a symbolic loading of the lexeme 

heart in Ivan Franko’s poetic writings has been studied and analyzed. 

This lexeme functioning in various symbolic meanings has been 

illustrated in particular examples. The author has represented a wide 

palette of symbolic meanings of the analyzed lexeme. Ivan Franko’s 

perfect feeling for the word, his sophisticated poetic taste and deep 

erudition have been proved. 

Key words: symbol, seme, symbolical loading, context, cordo-

centrism. 

 

Ulyana Haliv 

 

Semantic and stylistic structure of the interrogative 

sentences in L. Kostenko’s poetic language. Functionality of the 

interrogative sentences as semantic and stylistic devices is considered 

in the article. On the basis of L. Kostenko’s selected poetry and a 

historical novel in verses Berestechko, the main semantic categories 

of such constructions are characterized. It’s proven that interrogative 

sentences are the means of artistic and aesthetic expressiveness of the 

text and they do not serve only as a syntactical unit or a form of the 

thought, but they also acquire high social sounding and psychological 

saturation. 

Key words: interrogative sentences, idiostyle, poetic language, 

poetic text. 

 

Liliya Hulevych 

 

Narrative forms of modeling the world in Mykola 

Ustyanovych’s prose. This paper investigates the poorly studied 

features of literary narrative discourse in the prose works of the 

famous Ukrainian writer of romance, a follower of the ideas of 

Shashkevych and Russian Trinity, Mykola Ustyanovych (1811 – 

1885). The following narrative forms of modeling world such as 

comments estimated by the author, internal monologues, dreams and 

mythological representations of heroes, landscapes have been analyzed. 



Key words: Romanticism, narrative form of world elucidation, 

narrator, mythological ideas. 

 

Mykola Zymomrya 

 

Ukrainian literature in Ann-Charlotte Wutzki’s sphere of 

interests: discourse of evaluation and interpretation. The article 

deals with the translation heritage of Ann-Charlotte Wutzki in 

general, and her research article Bohdan Lepkyi in German Literature 

which has been little known to the scientific world.  

Key words: translation heritage of Ann-Charlotte Wutzki, 

Bohdan Lepkyi’s creative work in Ann-Charlotte Wutzki’s 

estimation, interaction of Ukrainian and German literatures, literary 

translation practice, literary text interpretation. 

 

Mykhailo Zubrytskyi 
 

Psychologism of social novels of Vasyl’ Stefanyk. In the 

article, the analysis of V. Stefanyk’s novels is presented, their 

psychological footing is elucidated, and, in particular, their 

background of the rural life scenes is underlined. Stefanyk’s 

artfulness of depicting rural life scenes and hard peasant labour in the 

end of the 19
th
 – beginning of the 20

th
 centuries is underlined. 

Key words: novelette, psychologism, rural life, hard labour, 

Vasyl’ Stefanyk, social background. 

 

Nadiya Kushyna 

 

Biblical and mythological allusions in W. Shakespeare’s 

dramas Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet in Ukrainian translations. 

The article deals with biblical and mythological allusions of 

W. Shakespeare’s dramas Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet in the 

translation aspect. In the translations of Hamlet done by Leonid 

Hrebinka and Hryhorii Kochur as well Romeo and Juliet by Iryna 

Steshenko we see the appeal to the Ukrainian readers not only by 

means of rich imagery, but also by the system of metatext structure, 

associate insertions, subtle connotations and symbols, which deeper 

reveal the ideas, motives and characteristics of drama personages. 



Key words: William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, 

allusion, adequate rendering allusions in translation. 

 

Natalia Lazirko 

 

Ideological and aesthetical tendencies of development of the 

Ukrainian writing in the middle of the 20
th

 century in Yurii Klen’s 

reception. The paper deals with the tendencies of development of the 

Ukrainian literature in the middle of the 20
th
 century in Yurii Klen’s 

reception, one of the main theorists and conceptualists of herald 

neoromanticism who connected ideas and study of literature strategies of 

herald studies with the main ideological-aesthetic principles of Kyiv 

neoclassicism and analyzed them in a context of the development of the 

Ukrainian writings in the middle of the 20
th
 century. 

Key words: herald studies, Kyiv neoclassicisms, Artistic Ukrainian 

Movement, reception, Ukrainian literature of the 20
th
 century. 

 

Maryana Markova 

 

Synthesis of philosophy and literature in the works of 

F.W.J. Schelling (the comparetistic interpretation of the 

problem). The article deals with the problem of interaction of 

philosophical and literary components in F.W.J. Schelling’s artistic 

heritage. It is affirmed that the thinker widely used devices and 

techniques of art in his philosophical activity and was an author of 

several literary texts where he expressed certain postulates of his own 

philosophical concepts with the help of artistic images. 

Key words: F.J. Schelling, literature, philosophy, poetry, 

Romanticism, synthesis. 

 

Lyubov Pryma 

 

Creativity Gardens by Оlha Кobylyanska in the literary-

critical works of Оstap Hrytsai. The article shows Оstap Hrytsai as 

one of the first sedulous researchers and restless promoters of 

creativity of Olha Kobylyanska, one of the most outstanding 

Ukrainian writers. It is underlined that the critic analyzed her works 

on the background of the world’s literary process, he lined up 



writer’s innovations, main themes and ideals of her prose, originality 

of characters, depicted by Olha Kobylyanska, features of her artistic 

manner, ties of her creativity with challenges of that time, in general, 

and with striving of Ukrainian people, in particular. 

Кey words: researcher, promoter, creativity, article, woman-

writer, theme, idea, character, innovations, artistic manner. 

 

Anna Ohar 

 

Controversial aspects of the term concept. The article deals 

with controversial aspects of understanding the term concept: 

verbalization, structure, classification. The urgency of understanding 

it as a partially verbalized phenomenon is affirmed. Stratification 

character of the concept is proved and the criteria of its classification 

are determined. 

Key words: concept, concept verbalization, concept structure, 

classification, verbalizator, conceptor, concept core, concept periphery. 

 

Maria Fedurko 

 

Narrator’s speech of the literary text: social and pragmatic 

aspect (on the basis of Oksana Zabuzhko’s novel The Museum of 
Abandoned Secrets). The article deals with the literary text as a 

communicative whole and components of this whole i.e. discursive 

zones of the narrator and characters. The author analyzes the features 

of the organization of the lexical level of discursive zone of one of 

the narrators of Oksana Zabuzhko’s novel Museum of Abandoned 

Secrets – Daryna Hoshchynska. 

Key words: functional and communicative approach, narratology, 

narrator, discursive zone, story. 

 

Halyna Duchyminska,  

Iryna Kharkavtsiv 

 

The influence of the German interpretations on the 

comprehension of the image of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in France. 

The article deals with the problem of the reception and interpretation 

of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in France at the beginning of the 19
th
 



century. The subject of the investigation is the interpretation of the 

image of Prince Hamlet and his motives in François Guizot, 

Germaine de Staël and Victor Hugo’s works. The attention is paid to 

the fact that Goethe’s artistic interpretation of the tragedy Hamlet and 

German romanticists’ idea-aesthetic interpretations determined the 

perception of the image of Hamlet in France at the beginning of the 

19
th
 century 

Key words: romanticism, tragedy, image, reception, interpretation. 

 


